III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Tension in the tissue film
The tension in the tissue while being fed is the most important consideration while designing the whole mounting system. A minimum constant tension has to be maintained in the film while feeding in order to ensure proper feeding of the roll, to avoid wrinkling of the tissue and also to prevent sagging.
Fig.2. Spring balace for measuring tearing tension
The value of tension to be maintained should be just high enough to prevent any sagging and formation of wrinkles. While selecting the value of this tension we should be extremely careful that the tension should be low in terms that it should not cause stretching of the tissue and cause any deformation in the form of elongation. In order to determine the suitable tension a simple experiment can be carried out using a spring balance with a clamp at its end. The tissue sample clamped onto the spring balance and tension is applied in the downward direction and the tissue is observed carefully until it tears. A number of observations are carried out with varying tissue lengths and then an average of all the values at which the tissue tears is calculated. The value of tension selected to be maintained in the tissue is usually taken as one third or less of the average tearing tension found out above. The selected tension is also verified such that it should not cause any permanent elongation of the tissue when applied.
3.2 Achieving minimum downtime. Downtime refers to the time for which the machine remains stalling. Downtime is extremely undesirable for any industry. Loss of time means loss of money. Also when the machine is stalling it is actually on but not doing any work thus consuming power which is not used, also stalling leads to overheating of the heaters used in the sealing section .In the mounting section downtime can occurs during the changing of the roll when the previous roll gets over. There is a remedy to completely avoid downtime, i.e., by using a secondary shaft along with a splicing mechanism. Splicing basically refers to attaching one roll onto another roll using a suitable adhesive. The adhesives used may be either some form of liquid adhesive, a simple adhesive tape or a double side tape. Here we are going to use a double side tape. Some important considerations while selecting the adhesive are: 3.2.1. Easy to apply and quick in action.2.2.2. It should not react with the chemicals that are to be applied to the tissue while it passes through the machine.
3.2.3. Its bond strength should be enough so that it would be able to sustain the applied tension and not separate under it.
3.2.4.
In case of tapes they should have minimum thickness so that they easily pass through the rollers. 3.3. Alignment Fig.4 .Roll mounting The roll should always be held such that its axis perpendicular to the direction of feed, i.e., to the intake rollers. Special care should be taken while mounting it so that it does not lose its perpendicularity with respect to the intake rollers else it will result in jerks while feeding and also cause twisting of the roll to some extent. In order to maintain proper alignment the roll is mounted two flat plates, one being a fixed plate and the other being an adjustable plate which is screwed onto the shaft such that it tightly secures the roll on the shaft, maintains its perpendicularity and also prevents any relative motion between the shaft and the roll. The movable plate might be either clamped on the shaft or screwed using a nut and bolt.
Variation of internal diameter of the spool
This is a very common problem faced during roll handling in any industry though it might not be necessary always. Most of the times the internal diameter of the spool received might show a slight variation from one roll to another. On examining a group of 50 rolls we found out that there was a variation in the internal diameters of the spools was ±1mm. Due to different diameters if the shafts there might often be problems while mounting the roll, if the diameter is more than the specified diameter than the spool will be loosely mounted on the shaft and there will be play in between them and if the diameter is too small then the spool will be difficult to mount and might also get damaged also damaging the shaft.
Fig.5.Spool holder
In order to mount the roll properly on the shaft we have to use a spool holder. The spool holder consists of two cones on either sideand a hollow shaft, the spool holder cone can accommodate the variation of the Internal diameter of the roll without causing any of the above problems. Spool holders are mostly purchased directly from the markets from a range of standards available.
Web handling
Web handling apparatus pulls web from a supported roll at a designated speed. A brake is provided for controlling the roll speed and a load cell senses changes in the tension of the web caused by changes in the pulling force of the web. The brake is controlled in accordance with the output of the load cell so that the web is maintained substantially under constant tension. The mechanism to be chosen must provide web uninterruptedly to machines which consume the web at high speed,-a printing press, for example. The leading end of the roll of ready web is spliced to the trailing end of the depleted roll of rotating web and to deliver the web continuously in a controlled fashion to the webconsuming machine. To achieve this, the apparatus consists of an accumulator situated between the splicer and the web-consuming machine. When the rotating web is stopped to splice its trailing end to the leading edge of the ready web, there is enough material in the accumulator to supply the requirements of the web-consuming machine until the ready web roll is accelerated to running speed after the splice is made.
Braking
A major consideration in web handling line is the ability to properly unwind the incoming rolls of material. For proper maintenance of web tension a braking system is used which is connected to the cantilever shaft on which the roll is placed. This braking system is designed to impart the required tension to the web reel by generating the required force on the rotating roll of material. The braking system's force must stay in balance with the web force in order to maintain web tension. This is an important consideration when diameter of the roll of material continues to decrease as the material is unwound. Another really important problem face during roll feed is non-eccentric loading, i.e., the weight of the roll might not be well balanced about the centre of gravity of the roll. There might be various reasons causing this misalignment of load about the geometrical axis of the roll including improper winding of the roll, presence of folds in between different layers, defects in the spool, any damage caused to the roll while transportation and also is the roll has not been mounted on the spool holder properly. The main effect of this non-eccentric loading is that due to misbalance of the load the motion of the roll becomes jerky and also results in slackness or excess tension. This jerky motion of the roll is overcome using a suitable braking system. In our case we shall be using a circular plate type brake which is mechanically actuated and its applied force is controlled using springs in accordance to: F=Kx Where, F=Braking force applied K=Spring stiffness x=displacement, (i.e., compression of the spring) Through the years many different systems have been used for unwind braking, A system based on using a brake is one where a device imparts a drag force on the unwind shaft to allow the web tension force to be developed. we will consider brakes that are either pneumatic or electric in nature. In these cases either a pneumatic pressure or electrical power is applied to the brake assembly to generate the required torque. The resultant braking force is regulated by adjusting the pneumatic pressure or electric power which varies the drag that is applied to the unwind roll and therefore varies the tension.
The basic step for designing the brake is the calculation of the braking torque required. And once we have the braking torque we need to find out the braking force from this torque using: here, r1=outer radius of the roll r2=inner radius of the roll 3.6. Selection of motor speed: Selection of a suitable motor speed in order to suit our application is a very crucial part of the whole machine. As per the machines requirement there has to be a constant linear velocity of tissue feed but the diameter of the tissue roll keeps decreasing constantly thus we use the accumulator mechanism as stated above. Now a question arises that as the diameter of the tissue roll keeps decreasing continuously, It's angular velocity too keeps changing thus changing the linear velocity of roll feed in accordance to:
V=πDN/60 Where: V=linear velocity D=Diameter of the roll N=R.P.M of the roll As our objective is to keep the linear velocity constant we find the required r.p.m from the above equation. Here the linear velocity can be easily found out by considering the length (L) of roll to be fed into the machine per minute and thus by using: V=L/60 Now using this linear velocity we shall calculate the required r.p.m for the minimum diameter of the roll. We use this r.p.m since as the diameter decreases we need to increase the rate of feed in order to provide the same amount of tissue per minute, if we the r.p.m calculated by the larger diameter it will give us a lesser feed rate as the amount of tissue dispensed in one rotation equals the circumference of the roll thus it requires less rotations to achieve the same output as that for the roll with a smaller diameter.
IV.
CONCLUSIONS All the mechanisms stated above have been designed keeping proper industrial standards in mind; this machine mainly consists of combinations of various small mechanisms which are actually used in the industry. The main criteria of designing was to keep it as simple as possible and using parts which would be easy to maintain and readily available locally. The whole mounting section has been divided into three parts namely the roll mount section, the accumulator and the machine intake section. There is no much information on the spool holder in this paper because, the spool holder need not be designed by us, there are various standards available in the market and all we have to do is select the one suitable for our application where as all the other components of the mounting section need to be designed specifically as per our required application.
